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Inﬂatable anchors have been applied to reinforce foundations because soft soil deposits have a low bearing capacity. However,
previous research on the mechanical behaviors of inﬂatable anchors has focused on a single anchor. Since anchors are always
used in a group, the uplift behavior of multiple inﬂatable anchors in soft soil should be investigated. A series of pull-out tests
were conducted in this framework by changing the number, spacing, and layout of inﬂatable anchors. Additionally, the eﬀect
coeﬃcient (ECO) of multiple inﬂatable anchors is discussed. It is found that the failure behavior of multiple inﬂatable anchors
exhibits a three-stage curve: an initial linear stage, followed by nonlinear, and steady-state stages. In addition, the ultimate
bearing capacity of multiple inﬂatable anchors is maximized if the ratio of the spacing of inﬂatable anchors to the equivalent
expanding section diameter of an inﬂatable anchor is 6.84. It is recognized that the ECO of this new multiple inﬂatable anchor
group is sometimes greater than 1, unlike that of conventional anchors, which have ECOs of less than 1. In addition, the layout
of multiple inﬂatable anchors in the shape of a cinquefoil is recommended due to its high ECO.

1. Introduction
Soft soils are commonly found in coastal regions. Currently,
infrastructure and other structures are constructed over soft
soils because there is an increasing lack of suitable land.
However, the bearing capacity of soft soil deposits is not sufﬁcient, thereby challenging geotechnical engineers during the
design stage of their work. One of the techniques used to
overcome the insuﬃcient bearing capacity of soft soil is the
application of pile/anchor-reinforced foundations [1–4].
Due to their safety and convenience, anchors are utilized
for supporting a suﬃcient force for structures (such as tunnels, deep excavations, and slopes). Inspired by this
approach, a new anchor with an enhanced bearing capacity
was invented by Newson et al. [5]. This new anchor consists
of a valve at the top of an inﬂatable anchor, a rod as the body,
and rubber(s) membrane at the bottom. As the rubber membrane is charged with gas or air, this type of anchor is called
an inﬂatable anchor. The main characteristic of inﬂatable
anchors is that the bearing capacity can be enhanced by the

charged rubber. The behaviors of inﬂatable anchors were
simulated using a nonlinear ﬁnite element method by Peng
et al. [6, 7]. It was found that the limit displacement is linear
to the inﬂation pressure of the rubber, and the relationship
between the anchoring force and rubber membrane length
is also linear. Mo [8] invented a bladder-type inﬂatable
anchor that is similar to a group blade helical anchor, and
its bearing capacity was studied by laboratory model testing.
Compared with an ordinary inﬂatable anchor, the ultimate
uplift bearing capacity of the bladder-type inﬂatable anchor
is better. In a theoretical approach, the expansion of rubber
is treated as the expansion of a circular cavity, and its mechanism was investigated by Cao and Peng [9] and Cao et al.
[10] according to a modiﬁed Cambridge model. The results
determined from theoretical formulas are compared with
those obtained by experiments. The estimation formula of
the ultimate bearing capacity to inﬂatable anchors, considering branches attached to soil, was proposed by Yang et al.
[11]. A new type of recycle material was applied to the inﬂatable anchor, so that the anchors were recyclable [12]. Yang
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Figure 1: Physical model of inﬂatable anchor and its structure.

et al. [13] developed aerated expansion controlled anchors,
where the maximum ultimate bearing capacity (40 kN) of
the anchor section per meter was enhanced to 60 times that
of the existing aerated anchor. However, a major concern of
scholars is that the design and analysis of these inﬂatable
anchors is based on a single anchor. The stabilization system
may fail if there is no suﬃcient uplift capacity on a single
anchor. Additionally, multiple inﬂatable anchors are used
in engineering projects. In view of this, the uplift mechanism
of multiple inﬂatable anchors needs to be better understood.
However, very few studies investigating this issue have been
reported.
In this study, the mechanical behaviors of multiple inﬂatable anchors in clay were investigated. The testing groups
were divided according to diﬀerent numbers, spacing, and
layouts of the inﬂatable anchors. A series of pull-out loaddisplacement relationships of inﬂatable anchors were
obtained, and the results were carefully analyzed. The ECO
of group anchors is also discussed as it can indicate important characteristics of the group anchors.

2. Model Test Equipment
2.1. Design of the Inﬂatable Anchor. As shown in Figure 1, the
inﬂatable anchor model is mainly made of rubber membrane,
rods, and valves. For an inﬂatable anchor, the length of the
rods, hoisting ring, and total length are 1.8 m, 0.2 m, and
2 m, respectively. The rubber membrane can be charged with
air or another gas, and its length and thickness can be changed as required. The rod is a seamless steel tube with a scale
to enable reading the displacement. The process for charging
the gas can be controlled by valves at the top of anchor. In
addition, other accessories such as air nozzles, a seizing,
and rings are also depicted in Figure 1. It should be noted that
the ring is used for load application and can be upscaled in
engineering projects.
2.2. Design of the Model Test. The total size of the test tank is
2000 mm × 2000 mm × 1000 mm (Figure 2(a)).The loading
device is designed as shown in Figure 2(b). The model test
is composed of an antiforce device, test tank, loading system,
and data acquisition system. The test tank is a brick concrete

wall, approximately 240 mm thick. PVC drainage pipes are
laid at the bottom of the test tank.
The testing procedure is described as follows:
(1) First, the inﬂatable anchors should be empty and
ﬁxed to the support frame. The guide pipes should
be horizontal
(2) Clay is added into the test tank, and the anchors are
kept vertical. The parameters of the clay are presented in Table 1. Each anchor is equipped with a
water level, which is used to determine whether the
anchor is inclined
(3) The data acquisition system is installed
(4) The rubber membrane is charged to the designed
value
(5) The inﬂatable anchors are loaded by lifting the jack,
and the results are read by the data acquisition system
Before the inﬂatable anchor tests are conducted, the geoparameters of the testing soil should be investigated. The testing soil was drilled near Xiangjiang River, as shown in
Figure 3, which is located in Xiangtan, China. A series of
experimental methods were conducted to study the properties of the soil, such as the speciﬁc gravity bottle method
(Figure 4(a)), direct shear test method (Figure 4(b)), compaction test (Figure 4(c)), and liquid-plastic combine test
(Figure 4(d)). In Figure 5, the moisture content versus dry
density of the soil is plotted. The testing results are listed in
Table 1.
From Table 1, I p is the plasticity index and ωL is the liquid
limit of the soil. It is indicated that the plasticity index is greater
than 17 and that the liquid limit index is less than 50%. From
the testing results of the soil, it is determined to be clay.

3. Experimental Program
3.1. Single Inﬂatable Anchor Test. Before investigating the
uplift bearing capacity of multiple inﬂatable anchors, the
uplift behaviors of a single inﬂatable anchor should be studied ﬁrst. The testing procedures were described above, and
the results are listed in Table 2. The embedment depth of
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the model test.
Table 1: The geoparameters of the testing soil.
Speciﬁc
gravity
2.692

Plastic limit
(%)
15.90

Ip

ωL
(%)

17.7 33.64

Water content Degree of compaction
(%)
(%)
28

the anchors was 45 cm, and the rubber membrane was
charged with air. The testing for a single inﬂatable anchor
includes two groups, and the average ultimate uplift bearing
capacity (U b ) and average ultimate displacement (Sa ) are
used as the results. It is observed from Table 2 that the variations in U b and Sa are 0.86% and 0.2%, respectively.

83

Maximum dry density
(g/cm3)

Cohesion
(kPa)

Friction angle
(°)

1.88

17.6

23.1

3.2. Multiple Inﬂatable Anchor Test. It was concluded from
Zheng et al. [14] that the main inﬂuencing factors of group
anchors are the spacing (R), number, and arrangement of
the anchors. Thus, the multiple inﬂatable anchor tests are
divided into groups based on their layouts, number of
anchors, and spacing of the anchors. It should be noted that
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can be clearly seen from Figures 7 and 8 that the maximum uplift
bearing capacity occurs when the anchor spacing is 35 cm.
Therefore, the optimal anchor spacing Rb is 35 cm, and the corresponding optimal radius ratio is 6.84, according to Table 3.
To accurately analyze the multiple inﬂatable anchors, the
ECO of the multiple inﬂatable anchors, ψ, which can help to
evaluate the eﬀect of the group anchor, can be written as
ψ=
Figure 3: Environment of the drilled soil for testing.

the multiple inﬂatable anchor tests are charged with the same
pressure (0.1 MPa). The number of inﬂatable anchors is two
(Figure 6(a)), three (Figure 6(b)), and four (Figure 6(c)),
named the two-anchor group (Gtwo ), three-anchor group
(Gthree ), and four-anchor group (Gfour ), respectively. Since
all groups are aﬀected by anchors with diﬀerent spacing,
the best spacing is determined by the test results of all the
anchor groups. Meanwhile, the load-displacement curves
are obtained, as shown in Figure 7. The layouts of Gthree
and Gfour are triangular and rectangular, respectively, with
varied spacing as shown in Figure 6(d).

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Two Inﬂatable Anchor Tests. The two inﬂatable anchor
tests included ﬁve groups with spacing of the anchors, and
the testing results are presented in Table 3. It should be mentioned that the diameters of the inﬂatable anchors in this
study are identical, although diﬀerent diameters may be used
in practical engineering. Thus, the radius ratio, the ratio of
the spacing of inﬂatable anchors to the equivalent expanding
section diameter of an inﬂatable anchor, is 5.15 cm, as seen in
Table 1. This was introduced by Cao et al. [10]. Under this condition, the variation law of the uplift load-displacement of the
inﬂatable anchor is studied. The total ultimate displacement of
anchors is the displacement at the point when the anchors fail.
For instance, the displacement of anchors is the value of the
horizontal axis at the second to last dots in Figure 7.
The uplift bearing capacity versus displacement
responses (Q-S) of the multiple inﬂatable anchors with varied
spacing in clay are shown in Figure 7. For ease of observation,
the total ultimate uplift bearing capacity and its corresponding ultimate displacement of the anchors versus the changing
R in Gtwo is depicted in Figure 8. It can be seen from Table 3
and Figures 7 and 8 that with the spacing of 15 cm, the
anchor load continues to increase with the displacement until
a peak value reached at a critical displacement (R = 35 cm),
beyond which the anchor load tends to be nearly constant.
Such a phenomenon occurs because the clay has undergone
clear failure. Consequently, the anchor could not support a
greater load, and the rate of increase in load with displacement attains a steady maximum value. The corresponding
deformation is considered to be the ultimate displacement.
Nearly similar behavior was observed in the case of 25 cm,
35 cm, 45 cm, and 55 cm anchor spacing in Gthree and Gfour. It

Fn
,
nQu

ð1Þ

where F n is the ultimate uplift bearing capacity of the group
anchor, Qu is the ultimate bearing capacity of a single inﬂatable anchor, and n is the number of anchors. It can be obviously ﬁnd that ECO is an index, whether the ultimate uplift
bearing capacity of group anchors is large than the n times
of the total the ultimate uplift bearing capacity of n single
anchors or not can be reﬂected. If the ECO is larger than 1,
that means the ultimate uplift bearing capacity of group
anchors is enlarged. The ECO is aﬀected by the anchor spacing. The coeﬃcient of multiple inﬂatable anchors for Gtwo is
calculated according to Eq. (1) and listed in Table 4.
The ultimate uplift bearing capacity of anchors initially
increases with the spacing but decreases once it reaches a maximum value. Correspondingly, the ECOs of multiple inﬂatable
anchors have similar trends. When the spacing between the
two anchors is less than Rb , the bearing capacity of each
anchor is lower than when using a single anchor. When the
spacing is Rb , the coeﬃcient eﬀect of the group anchor is maximized. However, if the spacing is larger than Rb , the working
state of each anchor is close to that of a single anchor.
4.2. Three-Anchor and Four-Anchor Group Testing. The
spacing of Gthree and Gfour is based on the Rb value that was
determined by Gtwo . The testing results are listed in Table 5.
The uplift bearing capacity versus displacement responses
of Gthree and Gfour with 35 cm spacing are shown in
Figures 7(b) and 7(c). It can be concluded from Figure 7 that
the failure behavior of inﬂatable anchors generally exhibits a
trimodal deformation, i.e., the behavior is mostly elastic at
the beginning, when the load-deformation response is almost
linear. In this stage, the load-deformation response exhibits
as linear due to the friction resistance along the rods of the
anchors and the enlarged rubber membrane. The mechanical
reaction is like a spring that exhibits an elastic deformation.
Then, the pores in the clay were squeezed until they gradually
closed at the end, as the load increased. The loaddeformation response tends to be nonlinear due to the plastic
behavior of soils, and the rupture propagates to an adjacent
plastic region in the rubber membrane. Finally, the deformations stabilize because of the failure of the rubber membrane.

5. Discussions
On one hand, the average ultimate bearing capacities from
three- and four-anchor tests are 453.3 N and 446.3 N, respectively, while the average ultimate bearing capacity from the
two-anchor test is 454 N. That is, when Rb is 35 cm, the layout
with two anchors is optimal due to its maximum ultimate
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Figure 4: Experiments of the testing soil.
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Figure 5: The curve of moisture content versus dry density.
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Table 2: Testing data from a single inﬂatable anchor.

No.

Embedment
depth (cm)

Charging
pressure (MPa)

Equivalent diameter
D (mm)

Ultimate bearing
capacity (U b /N)

Ultimate
displacement S (mm)

Average
U b (N)

Average S
(mm)

C1
C2

45
45

0.1
0.1

51.19
51.90

401
408

8.19
8.23

404.5

8.21

Clay

Inflatable
anchor
(a) Two-anchor test (Gtwo )

(b) Three-anchor test (Gthree )

R
R
R

Anchors

(c) Four-anchor test (Gfour )

(d) Arrangement of two-, three-, and four-anchor tests

Figure 6: Schematic of the plane arrangement of two-, three-, and four-anchor tests.

uplift bearing capacity. On the other hand, the ultimate displacements of the three- and four-anchor tests are 7.76 cm
and 7.39 cm, respectively, while the result of the two-anchor
test is 8.25 cm. This is mainly because the failure rate of the
rubber membrane in Gtwo was faster than that in Gthree and
Gfour . Clearly, with an increase in the number of anchors,
the uplift bearing capacity of multiple inﬂatable anchors
increases substantially. Nevertheless, the displacement
response of multiple inﬂatable anchors decreases as the number of anchors increases. In addition, compared with Gfour ,
the layout of Gthree is better due to its high ψ. Thus, the
appropriate layout of multiple inﬂatable anchors is recommended as shown in Figure 9.
For the mechanism of conventional anchors, it is well
known that the bearing capacity of each anchor decreases

when group anchors are used in engineering. Speciﬁcally,
the ECOs of conventional group anchors are less than 1. In
contrast, in Gtwo , Gthree , and Gfour , the ECO of the group
anchors is greater than 1 when the spacing is a certain value.
This is mainly because the forces between (or among) the
inﬂatable anchors were caused by charging the rubber membrane, and the resultant reaction was impacted by the weight
of the clay.
In addition, some theoretical calculations should be used
to explain this phenomenon with end-enlarged-piles in foundations. The expansion created by charging the rubber membrane can be considered a type of end-enlarged-pile in the
foundation because of their similar shapes. The uplift bearing
capacity of inﬂatable anchors is regarded as the uplift bearing
capacity of piles. This approach was described by Hanna et al.
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Figure 7: Q - S curves of multiple anchors with diﬀerent spacing.
Table 3: Two-anchor testing results.
Groups
G

H
J
K
L

No.
G1
G2
G3
H1
H2
J1
J2
K1
K2
L1
L2

Spacing R (cm)

Radius ratio

Total ultimate bearing capacity (N)

Total ultimate displacement (mm)

15

2.93

747

6.37

25

4.88

826

7.07

35

6.84

908

8.25

45

8.79

869

8.09

55

10.74

852

7.64

[15], Chattopadhyay and Pise [16], and Murray and Geddes
[17]. There are some well-accepted calculation methods,
such as the friction cylinder method [18] and MeyerhofAdams method [19]. The general formulas are expressed as
Qu = Q s + Q p ,
Qs = πDLqs ,

π D2 − d 2
Qp =
βc γm H,
4

ð2Þ

where Qu is the ultimate antiuplift capacity; Qs is the side
resistance of the enlarged end cylinder; Qp is the tip resistance of the enlarged cylinder; D is the diameter of the rubber
membrane; qs is the bond strength; d is the anchor diameter;
γm and H are the unit weight of soils and embedment depth,

respectively; and βc is the bearing coeﬃcient of the enlarged
head.
The uplift bearing capacity of inﬂatable anchors is mainly
provided by the expansion of the rubber membrane at the
bottom, and it is treated as a cone shape in the pile foundation. The new formulas are expressed as follows
Qu′ = Qs′ + Qp′ ,
Qs′ = πDLqs′,
 2

π D ′ − d2
Qp =
βc γm H,
4

ð3Þ

where Qu′ is the enlarged ultimate antiuplift capacity; Qs′ is the
enlarged side resistance of the cylinder; Qp′ is the enlarged tip
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Figure 8: The total ultimate bearing capacity (Gtwo ) and total limit displacement vs. R.
Table 4: The ECO of multiple inﬂatable anchors for two anchors with diﬀerent spacing.
Anchor number

Anchor spacing R (cm)

Ultimate uplift bearing capacity (N)

ψ

15
25
35
45
55

373.5
413
454
434.5
426

0.923
1.021
1.122
1.074
1.053

2

Table 5: Comparison test results of three and four anchors.
Anchor
grouping
M

N

Anchor
number
M1
M2
M3
N1
N2
N3
N4

Anchor
spacing (cm)

35

Radius
ratio

Total ultimate bearing
capacity (N)

Average ultimate bearing
capacity (N)

Total ultimate
displacement (mm)

ψ

1360

453.3

7.76

1.121

1785

446.3

7.39

1.103

6.84

Rb

...

...

Figure 9: Recommended layouts of multiple inﬂatable anchors.

resistance of the enlarged cylinder; qs′ is the bond strength
after further compaction of the clay; D ′ is the increased
diameter of the rubber.
As shown in Figure 10, the rubber membrane will expand
after inﬂated, D is increased substantially, and the nearby clay
will be compressed. Subsequently, the bond strength after
further compaction of the clay increases, increasing both Qs′
and Qp′. The ECO of multiple inﬂatable anchors is induced
and enlarged to some extent by the above-mentioned process. In contrast, Qs′ decreased due to the decreasing qs′, and

10
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is17.6 kPa, and the friction angle is 23.1°. If the soft soil is
changed, the results may be diﬀerent.
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